
CAPACITIES OF SETS AND HARMONIC
ANALYSIS ON THE GROUP 2»

BY

L. H. HARPERO)

1. Introduction. 1.1. The broad question toward which the results of this paper

are directed is the same question which has been investigated in a colorful line of

preceding papers (e.g., Fine [5], [6] and Crittenden-Shapiro [4]): How do the

theories of trigonometric and Walsh series compare ? The main theorems here are

modeled after those in classical papers by Beurling [3], Salem-Zygmund [11], and

Broman [2]. The success which I had in transplanting these results seems to depend

upon two similarities between trigonometric and Walsh functions; that they are

both essentially the characters of compact, metric groups and that the 2«th Dirich-

let kernel for Walsh series has many of the properties of the Abel kernel for trigono-

metric series.

The problem treated in §3 is roughly the following: Describe the sets upon which

certain classes of Walsh series must converge. In the general theory of orthogonal

series we find the fundamental theorem of Rademacher-Menchoff (Alexits [1, p. 80]),

"Let <f>n{x) be an orthonormal system (on a finite interval). The orthogonal series

(1) Î cAW
n=0

is convergent almost everywhere if the condition

(2) 2 cl log2 « < oo
n=l

is fulfilled." For trigonometric series we have the slightly stronger result of Kol-

mogoroff-Seliverstoff, (Zygmund [14, Vol. 2, p. 163]) which says that if

(3) 2 (an + 62)log«<oo
n=l

then the Fourier series

oo

(4) a0/2 + 2 an cos nx + bn sin nx
n = l

converges at all points except possibly for a set of measure zero. But how large are

these sets of measure zero ? In answer to that we have the very satisfying results
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in Chapter 4 of Kahane-Salem [8] which are summarized as follows : In order that

there exist a series

CO

(5) a0/2+ 2 ("n cos nx+bn sin nx)
n = l

satisfying the condition

(6) 2 (*n+W < °o,       0 < ß g 1,
n = l

and divergent on some closed set E<=- [0, 27r], it is necessary and sufficient that E be

of (1 — j8)-capacity zero for 0</?<l, or logarithmic capacity zero if ß=\. Our

Theorem 3.1 is a variant of this last result.

2. Potential theory. 2.1. This section is primarily a collection of well-known

results in potential theory which are needed in the next section.

In the sequel we shall be working almost entirely on the dyadic group, 2Ö, i.e.,

all sequences of zeroes and ones with addition (mod 2) defined pointwise. The

topology is the product topology which is the same as that given by the invariant

metric, 8(x, y), where if x=(xu x2, ■ ■ ■) a.ndy = (yu y2,...) are in 2™ then

(1) 8(x,y)=2\xn-yn\l2\

Note that the diameter of 2m is one. After this we shall write \x—y\ instead of

8(x,y).

By Tychonoff's theorem 2a is compact. Since it is compact and metric, the dual

group of 2M is countable and discrete (see Rudin [10]). N. J. Fine in his classical

paper on the Walsh functions, [5], shows that the natural map A: 2a -> [0, 1]

defined by

(2) X(x) = J *n/2»
n = l

is continuous, one-to-one except for a countable set, preserves Haar measure and

carries the characters of 2ra onto the Walsh functions.

Fine [5] noted the above mapping, A, and its properties but did not make any

real use of it in the sense that he viewed the Walsh functions in the classical way,

as being defined on the unit interval. For him this was the sensible thing to do since

his results were variants of topological and measure theoretical theorems from the

classical theory of trigonometric series. However, the results emulated here, in

which the possible closed sets of divergence of trigonometric series are charac-

terized by their capacities, seem to depend more fundamentally on the group and

its metric (in that case, the circle). In carrying them over to the Walsh functions it

seems necessary to retain the group and the metric which are intrinsic in the Walsh

functions. 2a then is the setting for what follows.
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2.2. Definition. If £ is a closed subset of 2a (in the sequel, E will always denote

a closed set), then W{E) is the set of all nonnegative, Borel measures of norm one

on 2a supported on E.

2.3. Fix 0^a<l. With our previous notation, let veWl{E) and form the so-

called energy integral

(1) I{V) = jja>{x-y)dv{x)dV{y)

where <D(;t) = |;c|~a if 0<<*< 1 or log2 l/|x| if a=0. Since the integrand is non-

negative, the integral always exists, but may be +oo.

There are then two cases: Either I{v)= +oo for all v in 3R{E) or

(2) V = inf /(») < oo,       ve m{E).

2.4. Definition. E is said to be of capacity zero if I{v)= +oo for all v in 5Dc(£),

or the capacity of E is

(1) CeeF-1'«   ifO<«<l       or       C = 2~v   ifa = 0,

if K<oo.

(2) V{x; v) = ¡®{x-y) dv{y) = <J>* dv{x)

is the potential function associated with v. U{x; v) is nonnegative. It is also easy to

see that U{x; v) is lower semicontinuous on 2a and continuous in the complement

ofE.

2.5. In order to facilitate progress we shall have to change our kernel slightly:

For x £ 2a let {x} = 2~ n, where « is the number of zeroes in x preceding the first one

({0}=0). Note that the range of this function is just the integral powers of two

between zero and one. From the definition of {x} the inverse image of 2"" is

{xe203 : X!= • ■ ■ =xn=0, *„ + i = 1}. This is a basic open set and so the function

x -> {x} is continuous. Then let

(1) K{x) = {x}-"   if 0 < a < 1        or       log \¡{x)   if a = 0.

(All logarithms shall be taken to the base two.) K has all the properties of <S> that

we have used so far (A' is continuous except at zero and nonnegative) so that a

potential theory with respect to K is equally valid. In fact, since

(2) {x} = 2nfxk2-«
k = l

when {x}=2~n, we have

(3) |*| = £ xk2-« è {x} 5¡ 2\x\.

So

<D(*) ̂  2aK{x) ¿ 2a<D(jc)   if 0 < a < 1       or

(4) 0(jc) è K{x) +1 ^ ®{x) +1    if a = 0.
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Thus a set is of capacity zero with respect to K if and only if it is of capacity zero

with respect to 0. For our purposes then, these kernels are the same.

Our first gain in making this switch is that it is now easy to compute the Walsh-

Fourier series of the kernel function.

Let

Gn = {xe2a :Xl =... = x„ = 0};

then

(5) {*} = 2 2 2-«XGk(8* + x)
k = l

where

n   J.     , 8" = (81,81...)= 0   if j = k,

now

(6) K(x) = 2-«2 2"kXGk(8k + x),       0 < « < 1
k=i

so

y„ = J K(x)Jin(x) dx

fc-1       J

(8) JxGfc(Sfc+*>W*) dx = JXGtW0»(8fc + x) dx

since Haar measure is translation invariant

(9) = M*") jxok(xWn(x) dx.

We know from the general theory of Fourier transforms since Gk is a closed sub-

group of 2°>,Gk, the dual group of Gk is isomorphic to 2w/(0; Gk) under the natural

(restriction) mapping. (0, Gk), the annihilator of Gk in the Walsh functions, is

{i/jn:n<2k}. Therefore

(10) jXak(x)Ux)dx = 2-"^

where

A* - 1    if n < 2k,

= 0   if n ^ 2k

another way to see (11) is to transform the integral by A, the natural mapping from

203 to [0, 1]. Haar measure is preserved and the integrand becomes a product of

simple functions.
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Putting (7), (10), and (11) together we have

(11) yn = 2-«22(a-m<An(8'c)Ai5

(12) = 2~a     2      ^"-^»(S*)
fc=l+log[n]

where [n] is the greatest power of 2 in n, e.g., [3]=2.

/13) _ 2~al    V      2<a_1)'c—2(a-1)a+loeCnlA

Vfc = 2+log[n] /

(14) = 2-a(21-a[«]1-a)-1((21"a-l)-1-l)

(15) = AI[nY~", A a positive constant if « > 0,

y0 = ¡K{x)dx = 2~a 2 2'"£2-'£
J k=l

= 2-1(l-2"-1)"1.

If ot=0 we proceed in the same manner

K(x) = log 1/{jc}

= -1+ f, kx(o*Gk+x)   by (5).

(16)

(17)

Therefore

k=l

ii/xy,- JK(x)Mx)<

(18) =   2(^-1)   ixc^ + ̂ nW^
k=l J

(19) = 2 (*" l)M*k)2-kKk       by (9) and (10)
k=i

(20) =     2      (k-lWtf*)!-*      if « > 0

(21) =      2      (A:-l)2-k-log[«]2-(1+10'íM)
k = 2 + log[n]

(22) = 2-1     2      fc2-fc-2-1[«]-1log[n]
fc=l-ioe[7i]

(23) = [»]-i,

(24) 70=2(^-1)2-*       from (21)

(25) = 2"2 2 A:2"(fc-1) = 1.

fc=0
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Therefore yn is positive for all n and a, 0 S a < 1 and

(26) yo-A-àO.

2.6. Lemma, (i) sn(x; k) -> k(x) for all xe2a,x^0,

(ii) \sn(x; k)\ -Bk(x), B a positive constant depending only on a.

Proof, (i)

sn(x;k) = y0+2 AI[kY~aUx)

[February

k = l

n-2

(1)

(2)

= Yo+a 2 (ii[k]i--ii[k+ir-<) 2 ux)
fc=l 1=1

+ AI[n-lY-"2'Pi(x)
1 = 1

log[n -1] 2* -1

= y0 + (21-a-l)    2     ll2m~a)  2  Ux)
k=i y=i

+AI[n-l]1-«'y Ux)
1=1

(lop;[n -1] 2" -1 login -1] \

2 i^«1-« 2 *x*)- 2 i/2fc(l-a)
k=l 1 = 0 k=l I

+AI[n-lY-'Cfj¿x)-l\

login -1]

2
k = l

= y0 + ̂ (21-a-l)    2     l^-'D^W + ^/tn-l]1-"/).^)

-yi

where i)n(x) = 2?= o1 ̂/W is the nth Dirichlet kernel for the Walsh functions.

It is well known (See Fine [5]) that

(3) DAx) = 2*XGk(x).

From this we can show that

(4) |A,(*)| = 1/|*|.

It is true for «=0, and the rest follows from

\Dn(x)\

n-1

(5)

2 ux)
= 0

2 Mx)+4>iM) 2 w*)
n-[n]l

k=0 k=0

^ Mxo^to+lA.-wtol
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by induction when we consider the three cases

x e Gi +iog[n]>   x e Glog[ni — Gi+iog[n]   and   x e 2a — Gi0g[n].

Thus if x^O

(6) lim sn{x; k) = {y0-A)+ lim A{21'a-1) V l/2*(1-a)¿V(*).
n-*oo n-»ao j~"j

This latter sequence of functions is increasing with integrals bounded by

00

(7) ^(21-«-l) 2 l/2wl-a) = A.
k = l

So by Beppo Levi the limit exists everywhere (but may be +oo) and is in L\. But

K is continuous on 2a except at zero, so that if x/0

lim sn{x; K) = lim í2n(*; K)
n-. oo n-. oo

(8) = lim ¡D2«{x+t)K{t)dt

(9) = Yim2«\XGn{x+t)K{t)dt

by (3)

(10) = K{x).

(ii) Since by the above

(11) {y0-A)+ lim A{21'a-l) f l/2fc(1-a>IV(*) = K{x)

and the fact that these summands are nonnegative by 2.5 (27) and increasing we

have

(12) 0 g {y0-A) + A{21-«-l) 2 l/2wl-«>iV(jc) S K{x).

Looking at (2) and (12) we see that it remains only to bound A¡[n- l]1_a|.Dn(;t)|

by a constant multiple of AX*:) :

(13) \l[n-\f-"\Dn{x)\ S 21-/M»-|AX*)|

now verify that

(14) \l[kY-"\Dk{x)\ g 2K{x)

for k = 1 and assume that it holds for k < n. Then

(15) ll[nV-«\Dn{x)\ g ll[nY-°{[n]XGi0,ln]+\Dn-M{x)\)

by (5)

í2[n]°Z2K{x)       iíxeGlogM       or
(16)

£2K(x)       ifxsGlogM
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by the inductive hypothesis. Thus

(17) ll[n-iy-"\Dn(x)\è22-"K(x)

and we have

(18) \sn(x;K)\è(22-aA + l)K(x).

2.7. Note. If v is in 3K(F) and ^~2nc=o ctA, then by the general theory of

Fourier transforms

(1) U(x; v) = k * dv(x) ~ 2 YnCnMx)
n=0

and I(v)=jjk(x+y)dv(x)dv(y)

(2) = ÍÍ lim sn(x+y; K) dv(x) dv(y)   by 2.6 (i)

(3) = \im ¡Ï sn(x+y ;K)dv(x)dv(y)   by 2.6 (ii)
TI-.CO   JJ

and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem if I(v) is finite

(4) = 2 y*&
n = 0

If I(v) = oo then 2"= o ynCn = °° by Fatou's Theorem. In either case (4) holds. And

lastly, note that since the kernel is integrable with respect to Haar measure, any

set of capacity zero is also of Haar measure zero.

2.8. The following two theorems are standard results in potential theory. Con-

sult [7] and [8] for proofs.

Theorem. If E is of positive capacity, then there exists a unique p in (E) such

that I(n)=V.

2.9. Theorem. The potential function, U(x; ¡x), of the equilibrium distribution has

the following properties :

(i)    U(x; /x) ̂  V nearly everywhere in E, i.e., except for a set which is of measure

zero with respect to every measure of finite energy.

(ii)   U(x; ¡i)^ Vfor all x in the support of ¡jl.

(iii) U(x; ¡x) is bounded on 2a.

3. Sets of divergence.   We now arrive at the main theorem.

3.1. Theorem. Let

(1) AX) ~   2  anUx)
n = 0

be such that
CO

(2) 2  «nW1"" <  00, 0 S « <   1,
n = 0

where we define [0] = y0IAfor convenience. Then if sn(x;f) diverges on a closed set

E, the a-capacity of E is zero.
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Proof of theorem. Suppose the capacity of E is not zero. Then we have an

equilibrium distribution n for E such that U{x; ¡j-)^M on 2a.

From the hypothesis it is easy to construct w{n) nondecreasing and tending to

infinity so that

(4) 2 M1_M»0«S < oo.
n = 0

Let

(5) An = {wy\ri)an.

Then the partial sums

(6) Sn{x) = "J MAX)
k = 0

are unbounded on E. For, if not,

sn(x;f) = "? {{wy»{k)akik{x))l(w(k)y*
k = 0

(7) = *2 ( I Mw)(i/(h-)1,2(;)-i/W1,20'+ i))

+ l/w1/2(« -1) 2 MÀx)       by Abel

and so sn{x;f) would converge. Define

(8) E* ={x:Sn{x)-> ±oo}.

Either ¡x{E+) > 0 or ^{E ") > 0, so without loss of generality we assume the former.

Also for « = 1, 2,... let «(*) = the least k^n such that

(9) Sk{x) = max S,{x).

Then Snix){x) = max1SjSn St{x) is a Borel measurable function, Sn(x){x) ̂  a0 and

goes to +00 for all x in E + . The upshot of all this then is that

(10) / = jsnlx){x) dKx) -> oo.

However, by the hypothesis and the Riesz-Fischer theorem there exists a func-

tion F in JL2(2m) such that

(11) F{x) ~ f w^{n)[nr~^anUx) = 2 [n]a-")l2AJn{x).
n = 0 n=0

Then

[kF-><*AJ¿x) = JF{t)Mt)dt-Mx)
so

(12) 4*«*) = Jj^NS*«*).
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Now we have

I = SnM(x) d/x(x) =       2   Aki/ik(x) d¡x(x)
J J      k=0

(14)                           - fiw[fw*+<) *(*)]<*

where

(15) Gn(x)-2 MxWF-«)ia.
k = 0

Therefore

(16) P Ú JF2(t) dt-j(jJGn(x}(x+s)GnUy+s) dfx(x) d^y)) ds

by Schwartz

/•/• n(.x,y>-l

(17) = ||F||i 2    (Mx+y)l[kr-^)dlx(x)dfi(y)
JJ     k=o

by the orthogonality of the Walsh functions.

Here

n(x, y) = min {n(x), n(y)}

(18) - \\F\\22jj(llAKMx,y)(x+y))dix(x)dH.(y)

(19) ï\\F\\22jj(BIAK(x+y))dp.(x)dn(y)   by 2.7 (ii)

^ BM\\F2\\2¡A   by 2.9 (iii).

(20)

But this contradicts (10) so that the assumption that E is of positive capacity must

be false.

We now begin maneuvering to prove a converse for the preceding theorem.

3.2. Lemma. Let {£■„}"= i be a nest of closed sets such that f]n=i En = E. Then if

Vn does not go to infinity as n -* oo, E is of positive capacity.

Proof. Suppose Vn does not go to oo, then there exists a subsequence of the

En's, which we relabel {isn}"=i such that V(En)^M<co. By a well-known result

the sequence of product measures derived from the equilibrium distributions on

the En's has a weakly convergent subsequence whose weak limit we call v. The
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corresponding subsequence of the /x„'s itself has a subsequence, {uni}^L i say, which

converges weakly to a measure fi e 90t(£). By the same computation used to show

uniqueness of the equilibrium potential distribution, v=/¿x/x, so

I{p.) = JK{x-y)d{Fxp.){x,y)

= lK{x-y)dv{x,y)

(1) J

= lim  \K{x-y)dpn{x)dnn{y)

¿ M.

3.3. Theorem. If E is of capacity zero, then there is a Walsh-Fourier series

(i) 2 «»*»(*)
n = 0

such that

(2) 2a«w1_a<0°

and sn{x) goes to + cafar all x in E.

Proof. Let

(3) EN = {xe2<°: \x-E\ < 1/7V}.

Then EN is of positive measure and so of positive capacity. By the results of §2 there

exists an equilibrium distribution, p.N, on EN,

00

(4) d/XN ~   2   cnw^n
n=0

and a corresponding potential function

(5) UN{x)~A 2 cnNl[n\\-*Ux)
n=0

and potential

(6) VN = I(j*N) = A 2 c2Nl[n]\-a < oo
n = 0

such that UN{x) ̂ Kw for almost all x in EN (and therefore in £). However {EN}%= j

fulfills the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 and so VN -> oo since E is of capacity zero.

If we denote the Walsh-Fourier series of UN{x) by 2"= o dnN4>n{x), then

(7) VN=2 dUnf-".
n = 0
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Looking at this situation from a slightly different angle, we assign to the function

UeLu £/(x)~2n°=o dn>pn(x), such that 2"= o dftn]1-" <co, the norm

/   co \l/2

(8) ||C/1|   =   (2/nW1" j      •

It is easily seen that these functions form a Hubert space with this norm and that

II U(x; v)\\ =(I(v))112. This we call the energy norm.

Since UN(x) ̂  0 throughout 2M, the 2«th partial sums of its Walsh-Fourier series

are nonnegative also. And as UN(x) = VN almost everywhere on EN, we have that

s2n(x; UN) is eventually greater than VN— 1 at each interior point of EN and in

particular at each point of E.

Choose a sequence N(j) going to oo sufficiently rapidly so that

(9) (Vmfíy»ja-+co

and consider the series

(io) 2 (vmñ(x)ij2(vNU)y2).
n = l

It converges in the energy norm, so let

(11) U(X) ~   f  dnUx)
n = 0

denote its sum. Then

s2<x; U) = ¡D2n(x-y) ¿ (Um„(x)lJ2(VNWy<2) dy
J 1=1

(12) = 2 OZ/'CW1'") ÍD2«(x-y)UN<i)(y)dy
i=i •>

by monotone convergence

= 2 {VJ\VmfíY'2)sAx; UNW)
1=1

-> oo       for x e E. Q.E.D.

4. Conclusion. In a sense our main result, Theorem 3.1 has begged the original

question, which was to determine if the Salem-Zygmund theorem held for Walsh

series as defined in the classical way on [0, 1]. The question has been reduced then

to: How does the natural mapping A: 2a -+[0, 1] treat capacity? In particular does

it preserve sets of capacity zero ?

If x and y are in 2a, then |A(x) — X(y)\ ̂  \x—y\, i.e., the natural mapping from

2a to [0, 1] is a contraction. Thus if a set is of zero capacity in 2a its image under

A is also of zero capacity. Whether the reverse implication is true is not known.
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